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RBNZ out of the blocks 
The RBNZ duly delivered on earlier pledges and hiked the OCR by 25bps (to 0.50%), the first RBNZ hike in the post-
COVID-19 era and its first since 2014. The policy assessment had a hawkish tinge, emphasising that despite obvious 
uncertainties and the current delta outbreak, the medium-term outlook for the labour market and inflation was not much 
different from August. The RBNZ tightening bias was also maintained - “further removal of monetary policy stimulus is 
expected over time”- even though future moves were conditional on the (still uncertain) medium-term outlook.  

Despite markets largely pricing in a 25bp hike leading up to the decision, NZ yields and market pricing initially firmed after 
the OCR announcement but settled later in the session.  Currency market reaction was fleeting, with the NZD spiking 30 
pips against the USD, but subsequently grinding lower.  We expect follow up 25bp hikes in November and February 2022 
and a 1.50% OCR endpoint this cycle, notwithstanding the risks of a more drawn out cycle if there is more marked 
economic scarring from the recent delta outbreak. NZ swap yields ended yesterday 1-4bp higher, with the curve 
steepening. Short-term NZ bank bill yields were 6-7bps higher, with 45bps of OCR hikes priced in by February 2022 and the 
OCR set to hit 1.50% by late 2022. 

The RBA seems unwilling to follow the RBNZ’s lead (our CBA colleagues don’t expect cash rate hikes until 2023), but the 
strengthening Australian housing market has prompted policy action. Yesterday, the Australian Prudential Regulation 
Authority (APRA) increased the minimum interest rate buffer for bank serviceability assessments for housing lending to 
3.0% from 2.5%. The RBNZ are pondering similar moves in NZ. Our CBA colleagues expect the APRA action to have a 
modest impact and expect 7% annual house price inflation over 2022. 

There are a lot of themes sloshing around markets at the moment, including reflation, concerns of wider financial 
contagion stemming from the Chinese property sector and concerns over a US debt default.  Markets started the session 
on a more pessimistic note, with concerns the US debt limit impasse would continue (that could lead to default), with US 
and European equities and US Treasury yields lower. The default of Chinese property developer Fantasia Holdings did not 
help sentiment. European equity markets closed in the red. 

This Immediate concerns paved way to a bout of improved optimism after Senate Republican leader McConnell 
reportedly offered to provide a short-term debt limit extension, or an expediated reconciliation process to avoid a debt 
default.  This has seen the major US equity indices make up their earlier session losses to end up about square. US Treasury 
yields have modestly retraced recent falls (10Y 1.52%).   

Energy prices were sharply lower, putting a dent of the reflation trade, after Russia signalled it will help to ease the global 
energy crisis by boosting gas supplies (albeit with strings attached) and the likelihood that the US would release emergency 
oil reserves. 

Data wrap: ADP employment increased by stronger than expected 568k in September (mkt: 430k). Our CBA colleagues 
expect a 400k climb in September non-farm payrolls (mkt: 500k). On the weaker side of the ledger, German factory orders 
plummeted 7.7% in August (mkt: -2.2% mom), with Eurozone retail sales only making a 0.3% August gains from steep July 
falls (mkt: 0.8%, prior: 2.6% mom).  

FX Update: The NZD briefly spiked after the OCR decision (to 0.698 USD), but subsequently headed lower (0.692 USD at 
8pm yesterday). Despite the OCR hike, the NZD was one of the weaker G10 performers overnight (0.6875 to 0.6930 USD 
range) with the USD generally in the ascendancy. The NZD is also sitting below pre-OCR announcement levels against the 
AUD despite the OCR hike (0.952 AUD currently).  Nevertheless, we remain constructive on the NZD outlook. 

Day ahead: Quiet here and abroad, with just weekly payroll data in out for Australia (lockdown hit expected) shortly after 
the 1pm NZ COVID-19 briefing. NZDM will be tendering $500m of the 2024, 2032 and 2041 bond at just after 2pm, with 
solid demand expected despite yesterday’s OCR hike. Weekly US jobless claim headline the data tonight, with the 
appearance by FOMC member Mester (2022) on a panel discussing inflation. Author: mark.smith4@asb.co.nz     
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This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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